Sakaki

Earthquake disaster revival goods

Woodenware set for sake with the gentle texture of wood

“Yottoto”
Object ・ Accessories

The gentle oval shape is achieved through the integration
of the manual hand-working
skills of craftsmen and the modern techniques of
an NC woodworker. The edge features a delicate curve

They are the goods which suffered a great deal of damage for the earthquake

for a soft touch.

Any rough sea is not lost.

In addition to sake, you can also use these products

In this product, we express the Japanese spirit of overcoming and rising

as a tea set.

above difficulties.

disaster, and made the form the heart in which it does not lose.
Even if it topples a sailboat, it certainly rises.

It is the optimal as a present because of a good-luck article and a lucky item.

There are wooden object and accessories.
※I am allowed to contribute for earthquake disaster revival of some sales.

Ryugu set(colored)

Ryugu set

Material

Cherry and zelkova

Coating

Urethane coating/lacquering

Size

12(W)×6(D)×16(H)cm

Material

Brass

Coating

Gold plating/Silver plating

Size

2.3(W)×1.2(D)×3(H)cm

Yottoto

turtle-shaped tray

Material Cherry, zelkova, and castor aralia

Small sake cup

Coating Urethane coating/lacquering
Size

Small sake cup
Tray

We will continue to study, develop, and create wood

6.5(W) ×

5.2(D) × 4.8(H)cm Capacity 50ml

24.5(W) × 20.5(D) × 3.5(H)cm (turtle-shaped tray)
24.5(W) × 20.5(D) ×

Sake bottle

8(W) ×

2(H)cm

(flat tray)

6.5(D) × 13(H)cm Capacity200ml

products using the motif of a “gentle oval shape.”
Yottoto accessories

My cup
“DAEN”means “oval” in Japanese.
The brand name “DAEN” symbolizes the combination

My chopsticks ＆ chopstick rest set

“My cup”which are nice as a present.

A set comprises a pair of chopsticks and a chopstick rest,

It is sure that it becomes "My cup" of presented one, thing.

with both maximizing the high quality of the materials.

DAEN cups for personal use.

of the skills of craftsmen with modern techniques.

Precaution :
Please do not put these wood products in dishwashers
or microwave ovens.
For these products, we use urethane and other coating

My chopsticks＆chopstick rest(DAEN[oval]/Fish-shaped) set

materials conforming to the No.

Material Cherry and zelkova

20 standard specified in the Food Sanitation Act.

Coating

Urethane coating/lacquering

Size

My chopsticks

The products differ slightly in size and color

(S)/(M)/(L)

because they are made by hand.

Length 23cm

Chopstick rest(DAEN[oval]) 4.5(W)×3(D)×1.5(H)cm
(Fish-shaped) 7(W)×2(D)×1.5(H)cm

The tones and textures of the products vary
because they are made of natural wood.
These products will be your “one of a kind.”

Coaster

(S)

For product improvement, I change a shape without

Coaster with an impressive DAEN(oval) shape and logo

a notice.

For inquiries :

(M)

(L)

asahi kensou corporation
43 Nakadai S Kubota Fukuyama-machi Koriyama,

Material

Cherry and zelkova

Fukushima 963-8071 Japan

Coating

Urethane coating/lacquering

TEL:+81-24-943-3195

Size

(L)

8(W) × 6.5(D) ×13(H)cm Capacity230ml

FAX:+81-24-943-3248

(M)

7(W) × 5.8(D) ×10(H)cm Capacity180ml

E-mail

info＠asahi.e-arc.jp

(S)

7(W) × 5.7(D) × 7(H)cm Capacity130ml

URL

http://www.asahi.e-arc.jp

Material Cherry

Coaster(Cherry/Cork)

Coating

Urethane coating/lacquering

Size

10(W)×8.5(D)×0.9(H)cm

